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Foreword
The attached material represents the working papers from the
OAST Space Theme Workshop held at the Langley Research Center,
April 26-30, 1976, and contains a quick-look analysis of the
proceedings. The material is unedited and intended for further
use by the participants of the workshop and the planning elements of
NA°A concerned with space mission research and technology. It
should be understood that the data do not represent official plans
or positions but are part of the process of evolving such plans and
positions.
Nearly 100 of the Agency's top technologists and scientists joined
with another 35 theme specialists to produce this working document -
a document that provides a technical foundation, including research
and technology base candidates, for each of the six space themes.
The material in this report is considered essential to the development
of Center initiatives in support of these themes. Copies of the report
will be made available to the Center Management Board and the
individuals at the Centers responsible for the FY'78 program planning
cycle. The timing of this planning activity has caused us to distribute
this document in this unedited form. Thus, it possibly contains errors,
hopefully, more of a typographical rather than a technological nature.
Nonetheless, the information contained is of a high professional level,
reflecting the efforts of the workshop participants and will be invaluable
to the planning and successful execution of the Agency's near- and `ir-
term advanced technology program.
Stanley R. Sadin
OAST Space Theme Workshop
Chairman
NASA Headquarters
Study, Analysis, & Planning Office
Office of Aeronautics and
Space Technology
VOLUME III
IX - A STATEMENT
Aerothermodynamics (M-3)
SUMMARY
In Theme #I L-, Selar System Exploration, and Theme 012, Advanced Space
Transportation Systems, where space vehicles encounter the Earth and other
planetary atmospheres at high speed, the aerothe riodynamic heating and
aerodynamic forces are of a sufficiently uncertain magnitude as to
necessitate concern by the OAST Space Technology Workshop. The space
vehicles considered by the Workshop requiring development of aerothermo-
dynamic technology were the space transportation systems, including heavy
launch vehicles, orbital transfer vehicles, and advanced earth-to-orbit
launch vehicles; and planetary atmospheric vehicles including probes,
planetary surface landers, and sample return vehicles. The OAST aero-
thermodynamic space technology needs identified by the Workshop are those
which will significantly reduce the design uncerkLainties in aerothermodynamic
heating and aerodynamic forces experienced by these future space vehicles.
Concerning the Advanced Space Transportatioii Theme #12, the Aerothermo-
dynamics Working Group and Theme Teams have found OAST space technology
needs including the accurate establishment of aerothermodynamic design
criteria, the d-velopment of optimum configurational characteristics, the
determination of TPS wall surface effects, and the development of experi-
mental techniques to study aerothermodynamic phenomena during operational
space shuttle flights. The identified OAST technology needs now being
pursued at the NASA ARC and the NASA LaRC are about 30 percent less
III-IX-A-1
than desired. A major deficiency of the current OAST program is that
RCS effects, plume effects, and base flow problems have been neglected.
the Working Group has examined and highly recommends the new
initiatives submitted prior to this Workshop which are responsive to the
Advanced Space Transportation Theme. These are: No. 108, The Measurement
of Shuttle Windward Heating by an Airborne IR System; No. 113A, The
Measurement of Shuttle Leeside heating by an On-Board IR Camera; and
No. 113E, The Improved Air Data System for Sensing Flight Conditions.
The Working Group concludes that each of these new initiatives should be
started in FY 78.	 in addition, a new initiative fer FY 79 to develop a
technology base for advanced earth-orbit transportation has been recognized.
The objective of this initiative is to enable improved performance of the
STS to achieve at a payload cost of $20 per pound in low earth orbit.
The examination of Solar System Exploration Theme#10 by the Workshoo
identified OAST ae rothermodynamic technology needs for planetary vehicles.
Atmospheric probes beyond Viking, Pioneer Venus, and the Jupiter probe,
and earth sample return vehicles planned for about 1988 require significant
refinements in aerothe rnodynamics and aerodynamics. The design improvements
will require a major advance in knowledge of heating and flow fields
including heat-shield ablation material interactions. Planetary subsurface
probes (penetrators) entering planetary atmospheres will need light
hypersonic and low-speed deaJerators to reduce and control impact speed.
For planetary surface suft landers, the Workshop identified needs related
to maximizing payload and ovo rcoming adverse rocket plume-planetary surface
interactions. A new initiative, Shuttle-launched Experimental Reentry
2	 III-IX-A-2
Systems, was recognized by the working group. The purpose of the reentry
system will be to provide aerothermodynamic data to validate analysis and
ground experimental data related to atmospheric entry probes and planetary
sample return vehicles. In addition, this system is also supporting the
needs of the Advanced Space Transportation Theme. Tne approach will be to
develop modularized, building block booster elements, a basic experimental
measurements package, an avionics guidance and command package, and a
retrieval capability.
	
This system should provide great flexibility in the
specification of external configuration and reentry conditions. Emphasis
will be placed "piggy-back" operation with other shuttle payloads so that
flight test data can be obtained at significantly reduced cost.
The Workshop identified three OAST aerothermodynamic technology needs
related to the R&T Base Theme 111. These needs were to increase the computa-
tional fluid dynamics capability by at least two orders of magnitude by
developing an advanced computer processor for the solution of fluid
dynamic problems with improved software. This new initiative was submitted
prior to the Workshop and bears the identification no. 202. A need to
predict multi-engine base flow fields for launch vehicles was also identified
by the Wo.-king Group. With the energy reduction program now in effect
within NASA, the Workshop identified a need to develop methods to conserve
energy in aerothermodynamic ground test facilities or else face a significant
reduction in operations. The technology development concerning energy
conservation will be directed at modifying existing NASA aerothermodynamic
facilities to increase facility effectiveness.
3
III-IX-A-3
In summary, 12 OAST aerotnermodynamic technology needs were
identified by the Working Group and Theme Teams. Of these, four were
concerned with Theme # 12, Advanced Space Transportation Systems, five
were identified from Theme 9 10, Solar System Exploration, and three k8T
base needs were indicated. The plans to pursue these needs are described
on forms developed by the Workshop and are located within the appendix.
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To develop prediction techniques based on a complete
`	 understanding of flow phenomena to enable the deve l opment of accurate
design criteria
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w4F r)F THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Orbiter Fxperiment Payloads must be
implemented.
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Develop 3-D real gas flow-field diagnostics
Determine boundary layer transition criteria
Improve inderstanding of visions interaction and real +aas effects
Determine separated flow analysis
Improve lee surface heating analysis
Reduce uncertainties in windward surface heating 	 --
Improve analysis of rocket plume impingment heating and interference effect
Improve base-flow analysis
Devise new measurement techniques
I S.
Improve gasdynamic and reaction kinetics analysis related to er,viron-
	 II
mental polution. -----
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6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Continued research in basic aerothermodyroamics both experimental
	 and
computatiunal.	 Experiments will	 be conducted	 in ground base facilities
an1__it1_f]ight on-board 	 the Orbiter.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8 CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
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Develop parametric data base for candidate configurations
to achieve "optimal" design.
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Ade quate flight instrumentation is required
on orbiter to verify text and analysis methods.
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Control configured vehicle design criteria
- Canard/wing coupling for various plcn y orms from hyperscnic through
	
subsonic flight
	 !
' Vehicle design landing speed criteria
' Canard/canard flap control effectiveness for various p1anfurms throughout
Mach regime
- Canard/high lift wing device coupling during subsonic flight
- Propulsive/aerodynamic coupling effects fur_propulsive assisted
glide vehicles
. ^^
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6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEEn
Valiaate current	 test and analysis me thods by comparing orbiter characteristi
theoretical	 predictions, wind tunnel	 test data, and orbiter experiments
flight test data.	 Develop parametric data base for candidate STS con-
figurations
	 through a pplication of current and enhanced fluid dynamics and
flow fields computational	 t,chniques,	 and test simulation and
	 testing
te;hniques.
7 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPT IONS
8, CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RIOP, OTHER)
Orbiter experiments
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
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6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
_If the chenical	 r ecombi nat.1 -9-n. - Qf -Q.xygetLat the surface of an advanced
STS 
.
could be avoided.
 considerable weight could be $d yed	 in the TPS.
The definition	 of surface catalytici,y requires research
	 in ground-
based arc jets, shock tube,, and in flight on the Orbittbr. ---
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLMNNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Orbiter experiments
	 750-01,_750-03
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6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
IMPLLMLNTATION OF OEX EXPERIMENTS AS RECOMMENDED 13Y THE ALROTHERMAL GROUP
AT.-THE OEX WORKSHOP IN.TJiE ORDER OF PRIORITY
	 INDICATED BY THAT GROUP.
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Fluid Dynamics capability
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE
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6. REcUMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Develop computer system that is primarily
 designed for advanced fluid
dynamics calculations. 	 This system will
	 include an o p timized computational
fluid dynamics processor and will
	 emphasize
	 improved numerical
	 algorithms
to speed up	 the calculations.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	
To stay with existing 01culational
technology which is slow and inadequate for existing computational
requirements.
	 -___— --- --	 -- -------	 i---
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
This activity is also supportable under Aeronautics R&T.
9, TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
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7. OBJECIIVE
To develop 	 capability_to calculate multiengine-base
flow fields and related base heating at low, med., and high altitude
ranges.
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Better definition of exhaust plume flow field
Coupled boundary layer, inversed plume model (including F.R. chemistry)
3-D flow field model of reversed jet flow region
Solid motor radiation model that accounts for altitude changes
	
IL m	 Improved short duration recovery temperature instrumentation
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6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Improve computer programs for calculations of exhaust plume flow fields
to account for plume/external
	 flow	 interactions, non-continium effects.
Include finite
	 rate chemistry and coupled vis_c
_ous/inviscid analysis
	
for
solid motor plumes.
Develop 3D base reversed flow field.
	 Develop more accurate solid motor
radiation model.	 Improve hot wire techniques
	 for short duration testing.
7 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	
Overly
	 conservative base TPS design.
8 CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
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CONTRACT .	 /
k,
z
N .
w
111 L' ,:.
_,00
	
Q	
J	 SPACE TECF NOt () ,'Y WELD	 FC1i1f:1 1':O. I
PAW 1 OF
	
^	 ..	 w^^..raw..^...r•..^w.^..w.^..r+.:.^..s^-.vr....ns..a ••.^....-..^^v..^+w.r+.r..r . •w..w.w.++^r.w ...
1. rI rI.0 - R& T Base -_ Development of_L:ier^r_ Nn	 1 _	 M-3
a11" 'LvaL lve _A%:rQl;tw.ul Qa uIlau, L, le-.tL __	 THEME / W.G. / rASI:
DATE__!._ /.L2 61 -­!, 3I
I	 11chieve a si_r;nii'ir 111 r si .tin _lu ene^i•r;y..re^ls+lr
omry_out .•ierotheraiolyi}^?Inl __i'1<;3^:,3L'^h..A^'^ 1 !ns ln_^;rQtln .-f 3 '
3. Nrl'n ANALY,14S
a)LEVI'l. NOW 17q, WL1- t1E LL• V: L j 11ND1:Fi FXISTIN(, PLANS.
b)FTt:O11111i:F) Af)Vj,?;C0i1E N1T -- !iHUULI.) BE TFCHNOt.OGY_ READY
A'1 LEVCI_	 F0.1t 0: • L-F1o11IONIAL SYSIENI USE BY DATE* 1 8
c) F?iSK IN ACHID!ING ADVAP!CENI':NT:
HIGH (j	 N1LDIUM L	 LOW
d)CRI TICA1.1 0' TO THE ACCOM111 LISWOLNTS:	 I NALILING t" I t 11i
I	 ENHANCING: HIGH ®
	
MI-0IUM U	 LO%V Uj
c) rASKS N!-! DFD: STUDY 0 ANALY SIS F; j nlfiSCARCH E]
GnD I L'.°iT
	
Ain CRAI: 1 TEST -^	 SPACE FLIGHT TE5r L^
" 01111 . 1i	 (Chcc% ont; or uu^r 1
	
r	 f) n3iT 13ASr CAN DIDA a L	 2,200K
1). CO.-il ?I Ei , ii:i•1i ^,RY TFC;;.'10 OGY X? AN .'EMENTS ItrictulR;-t) runU
.' USE c1,= rfll:; rLCI^^Jt)t.o(,r
5. SPECIFY TECI .1N O WGY DVANCLIM "iiN1Y I;EC1912ED f 0
ACCOIMPLISH NZED
o Develop improved data taking systems so that more data
- points/hr. of test can _be_obta ined.
• Develop new test techniques that allow blow-down facilities
tc be used where continuous-run wind tunnels are now used.
• revolop efficien t air sLoragP_
 nfttlgate_r ^y t .	 ^	 ...zedlds,s
_--
o Devel2p__miniaturized 1139 -
 rum.enta^ .tj^Q11S
. phi .al ].aw_	 -_UZ Qf_
-----
o Devise -mean3 to -recover waste heat from workinyfluid for
-_^2 L1t>,t^ieatir,^ - arm---e^-)<#rr^
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE R&T Base - Development of Engergy Conserviitive	 N O	 1 __ M -3	 3
Aerothermodynamic Test Facilities
	
—	
THEME/W.G./TASK
-------	 —	 —	
DATE
	
271	 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
_Perform feasibility assesserent
-studies
 gn faClli-4 operating and test _-
data  gathering systems to identify most promising candidate systems for
improvement or development to significantly reduce energy requirements—
For selected candidate s ystem initiate design & development and incorporate
into facility.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACH ES/OPT IONS
Reduction
	 in facility operating hours and increased reliance on
th eoret-i-cA1_end empirical methods.
8 CURRENT!PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (R1OP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITE M 	 16	 77	 78	 79	 80	 81	 82	 83	 84	 85T86	 87	 88	 89	 90	 91	 92	 93	 94	 95
TASK ITEM
Data Systems
Test Technique
Air & Heater S s4---- `
Miniaturiz_e_d
Instr.
-
Waste Heat --
R
Reuse_' I
MANPOWER (M-Y)
INHOUSE 1"4-1 _tiCONTRACT
F UNDING (106
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SPACE TEMINOLOG`! NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 10 1: Id-
1 TITLE	 Itmospher-1,: troble:3/1%
	 getorn NO. 	 10 _;J-
_Y a11:1c:a _.= lit:atl 	 —	
THEME / W.G. /T A",
	
tc^ nntl b'l.^w
	
inlai
1.&tiu1> 1luj..lu L- 1 ,jtnv TPA [ttr.^r:+c:ti -- DATE 4 /_L, 1 lyr
2. OBJECTIVE To reduce the uncertainties in heat shield environ-
men t by_a s1 nif ican t advance in aerothe_rmp dynami e know edr;,
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LI'VEL NO IN Q. WILL LIE LEVFI_ `> UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REOUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL [] FOH 011.11ATIONAI. SYSTEM HSE BY CkATE: 1985]
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH D MEDIUM D LOW Q
d)CRI FICALITY TO THE ACCUMPLI`iHMENTS: I NAI:t-IN() Q Olt
FNHANUNG: HIGH Q	 MEDIUM E]	 LOW Q
0 TASKS NEFDFD: STUDY Q ANALYSIS F j RESCARCH [,I ^
GRU TES F L.:J Al 14 CRAF F TEST l]	 SPACEFLIGHT T	
r
UEST 
(Y(ilLi9 (S^^ecify) lJ — Earth fie-entry VerificationlChec l( c)rie ormpre)
f) IM BASE CANDIDATE	 $800K 506-26
4. COMPL;AJENT^.'I'/ TU:HvIO,.OGY ADVA61CL:MENTS IIMUIRM FCG
USE(;;-'fIIIS'i'.CHNOLUGY —_NONE----..—_..---_---_--__—_--,_--^
5. SPIECKY T, [CIIN 40LOGY ADVANCE-MENT REOU!RED 1-0
ACCOi% ,1PLISH NELD
Determine effect of mass transfer and roughness on B.L.
tranuition.
DaL1^r^.riL^c .
_rq.1-a ti1Ye..flux_r!it.hln ..h4_Ck/a;Jlat.;.4n_1QXevI____.___
Determine , reaction kinetics_ within_ shock/ablation layers.^
DeveloRmore accurate base flow-field and radiative flux
--predicti gn_L.es:rulicaue-._. __------.•.-------.--•------^._.____ ._.-.
Extend present two-dimensional flow field analysis to three-
Extend experimontal_simulation for boundary layer transitigt,_
--_1t1Y^ t; it;atl a n:^
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO 1
PA (if	 ? OF
TITLE	 ATMOSPHERIC PROBES/EAR TH RETURN VEHICLES -
	
NO	 10	 M-3	 1
HEATING AND FLOW FIELD DEFINITWN INCLUPLNQ.1P5	
THEME / W G. /TASK
INTERACTION
	
—_	
_ .	 _	 _	 DATE	 4	 ?7	 76
6 RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
PROGRAM CONSISTS OF A COMBINED ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
	
INVESTIGATILIi
a THL MANY PHENOMENA IN.- PLANETAR Y PROBE GAS DYNAI4ICS P_OW-FIELDS
_SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECTING THE HEAT-SHIELD/REQUIREMENTS.
	 THE TASKS ARC
CONDUCTED WITHIN THE PLANETARY PROBE DESIGN SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE AT LaRC. _-
ARC. AND JPL.
	
—	
—	 —	
---	 _-------- —
7 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
B CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
RELATED ACTIVITY INCLUDE SPACE SHUTTLE DEVELOPMCNT (_506l26^ L 	__.
AOVANCL .Q EARTH ORUTAL SPACEf.BAtT DUSGN (506-26)
	 -
THERMAL
-
PREDICTION SYSTEM (506-161
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY_
SCHEDULE ITEM 16 1)
_
18 )9 BO 81 87 83 84 85 BG 81 88 84,90191 92193 94 95
TASK I -i EM
Trob.
	 Layers
Radiative	 Flux
Reaction Kineti s
Base Flow
3-D Flow Fields
Massive Blowing
Flight Verifi.
MANPOWER (M Y)
INHOUSE S' :b' S
-
-
> > 1CONTRACT
I UNDING (1065)
INHOUSE
1 E;11 I I 11 Lai
__
C6 NTRACT
k
"II j
;.2
I.?
Ul
Ij
L,. Jo Q)
StIACI' 1t'(	 ,I.r,,^,y NEW	 No. I
1, A(;t.. 
I 
of-
['A& "',vhcxic. PrQkx- w8X I t t	 NIR	 10
lJ1,14- .*, Of ^tablt2 -iftl:j t: and N011-
L l , , ting k:Qnrigurationa Over Entire Speed
DATF _^_
_Deve lop
	 aceuratel	 lict stability.
,:tiaracteristics of a wide range of candidate proble vehicle
a) I-LVK'L NOVI [-J, bil l I BE LEVEL 151 UNDE n F XIS IF ING PLANS.
IP) 11C0UI1U'',) ADVANCINIEN I' - SHOULD Iff. Tf-.* Ck1N0I-0GY PCAUY
AT LEVEL M F01I OPLHATIONAL SYS 01-1 USE 14Y
0 HISK IN iXHILVING ADVANCEWNT:
11161 1 [ -]	 M1:DIU.,1 []	 LOW
(I)C.1iffICAL.1'rYTOlifEACCO,%IPLI'.111t1',Nrs: 	( NAWMIG 171 014
ENHANCING:	 fnciF! [j,	 1,1rDII1..1	 1-ow (_j
0 FAS:wMCCOEI'): STUDY	 ANALYSIS f3i	 RLSFARCH
CHU'l EST L-j	 10N CRAF -f 'I Ls r	 SPACE FUGH -1 -rESF
(SP-26 !y) U
	
(Cl10!rk 0110 	 file
f) W-J rk/v;a CAM0I;)k i'- §.200K 506-26
4.CO^,IPI.Ltl"-: 1,J ;,'.:'i Y'Cf-- C.1,\)C) L(IGY A0VAl4C1:;10r1T.`i 11^(Iuln1: !) mfl
U11EC.:,rHISTECH1N0L01y (-L").UfjjjJ I-on
meiit lncludiri4 2 LDeyclo meet of abi It
identify cq rifi .E_uratiori p .. with optimum payload _ _c _kabi i
5.bP1:CIFYTLCHP,'-0L0GY AMIANCEMENT I:UQUIrI-E' V- TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
3-r-U.,	 ansL-ww-t-eady.-11-ow- Cie
Develop Improved ground test techni_que3_toobt4An stability.
characteristics	 ross in
c flows,------
tarry out flight tests to validate ground test results and
analyses.
Develop probe vehicles with loiter capability (thru'st and/cK_.
measurements in outerl-
plilne-t-atmo-sphares..-
k
ISPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FOR	 NO I
PAGF 20F
TITLE	 ATMOSPHERIC PROBES/EARTH RETURN VEHICLES -
	
NO,	 10	 M - 3
DEVELOP STABLE LIFTING AND NON-LIFTING . OONFIG^IRATIONS	
TF^E M E / W.G./ TASk.
---	
— --	
DATE	 4	 / 27 1	76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
PROGRAM CONSISTS OF A COMBINED FLOW-FIELD ANALYSIS, WINO TUNNEL TEST AND
FLIGHT TEST APPROACH.	 STATIC AND DYNAMIC STABILIIY COEFFICIENTS WILL BL
COMPUTLD AND MEASURLD FOR A VARIETY OF PROBE AND SAMPLE RETURN CON-
FIGURATIONS.
	
INVESTIGATIONS
	 IN SUPPORT OF SPECIFIC MISSION STUDIES WILL
BE CONDUCTED AS REQUIRED.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT'F • LANNEO RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
ADVANCLO EARTH ORBITAL SPACECRAFT DESIGN
	 (506 - 26).
9, TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY_
SCHEDULE ITEM 16 17 78 79 AQ 81 81 83 84 85 ti6 87 88 89 1 90 1 91 1 q 2 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Probe Aerodyn.
Facilities
	 Dev.
Flight
	
Veri,
Long	 Flgt
	
Ti r.
Vehicle
MANPOWER IM Y)INHOUSE
CONTRACT
f UNDIN- (TOT' S)
INHOUSE
CONTRACT I J
W ^ Cal 1M
♦ ^ R 1^
/- F t h44..C, R .I
It^
 J
^ YI ^a K
Ip 7^
4 ^
V W J
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	
FORM NO. I
PAGE i OF ^...
1. TITLE fXp lor,^tion of=;^1.,r iam.emZp 'urfaceNp
Landers_- De%elm_ penc,• trator caabl},ly	 THFME / W.G. /TASK
_ .^—_.,-- -----------•-- DATE ^_ /_?^—^^_
2. OBJECTIVE
--- -.._--LL.SJS~Y p = mo o 1 .^:3fiallillr►Y--La ^1ace-^etiaLrators
—the-"rl , -o r_t.e rrez-r- r 1 ill.^1311^t ^t3S^ _►i11S	 t' LSt^i;^. slS^S111f
3. NEED ANALYSIS
u) LEVIA. NOW ©, WILL BE LEVEL D UNDEH EXISTING PLANS.
b) REOUIRED ADVANCLM I.NT SHOULD HE TECHNOLOG Y HE AD Y
Al - LEVEL U FOR OPERATIONAL_ SYSTEM USE BY 	 981
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMCNT:
HIGH U	 MEDIU'vl []	 LOW [^
(j)CRI'TICALITY TO THE ACCOMPI.ISIINiENTS: ENABLING M^ Ott
ENHANCING: HIGH 0	 MLDIUNI 0	 1 OW
c) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 	 ANALYSIS fj RESEARCH [
GI?D TEST [ .J AIR CRAFT T FST Ca	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST F]
OTHER (S:) ' • ity) F1 	 -_^--^, _	 (Cliuck une of mor!!)
I
1) i_) I B AS E CAN DIDA fL 	 No fundilY3_F.Y^1978.R^_ 	!^"
4. C0?,11,Li if?EN I'ANY TEClii` ! ^)1.O-Y A FDVA.NCL• Ia,1E1`4 fS PIFOUIRUD F OIi
USc t)F 1' ► ilS i ECHNULUC. 	 tit . 01 1;lca1i ;£ul___^
subsurface measurement,. lit?^F: }jry_	 §_QnAgXg
w	 u ^- f C^
	
c	 !1 1^. „f'F.CICY "f..^:F,llO CIG1' A0'3A,'1!:[?AE1J'( R:AlliiTkU 7U
ACCC. PUSH NEED
Develop technology to des? ri light hypersonic decelerators
Develop tehcr ►olggy._.^C4_^^^1gtL.^4ta[^SSi_Sl-e^eler3^Q1.^_
R K
C) n F ^:
r
as H ►- V i..
IV	 ^.
wI!
N 4
IV /L 11.
.j 00
a~
a
LL
I
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FOH	 NO. I
PAGF 2 OF	 -_
TITLE	 ;urtdce Ldnders - Uevel_o_p Pen_et_r_a_tur
	 NO.^_
Capability 	 THEME / W G. / TASK
DATE	 / p7 /	 i
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
First-stage high speed decelerators fc,r planetary surface penetrdtnrs must
be developed from several
	 Possible
	
devices,
	 Considerations in development
include aerodynamic drag stability and heating.
	 Investigations will be
experimental
	 in nature %xcept for heating analysis.
	 Second-stage low
speed accelerators will
	 be based_ on p re_sent_trutice _in_the Viking Project.
I ALTERNATIVE ",PPROACHES!OPTIONS
8 CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHFR)
None
-----
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 16P 7 1 78 19 80 81 82 F3 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Decelerator Dev.
1st Stage
	
(Ma r s) 4 C
2nd
	 "	 (MarS ) p- - C,
1st Stage (Tit n! C
2nd	 "	 (Tita ) A
^1ANPOWER (M-Y)
INHOUSE __. 213 3 2_ 2 - 3 . 3 3
CONTRACT 5 7 7 2 1 r
FUNDING (10651
INHOUSE
----CONTRACT 2 .3 .6[.61, 2 . 3 . 5 .6 .6
/...
'~' mx^^^-
.^ ~
	
'-
u-
S`o,^r 61wl'r y	--- Predict /	 10/M-3/4
Plume-Surface Interaction Effects
	 ./ '' /`.
4 / 27.'76
 .
:ovvloy the capabillty to predict the interaction flow field resulting
frmn the interaction of the uroond and plume when u rucket motor is
used to land a vehicle on a planet's surface
151
'	 | I. 	 |V|	 `' 
 lg88 |
 .
)|xl| |	 |	 |	 '
/ | |r ' V | |> |	 .	 /	 ' '. [l / /|^
X \	 ^^.' /
	 |	 >
|X	 [X/ 	 1|%|
.	 ..	
^
. 	
^
'	 No funding F.Y. 1978
- '
A definition of the
	
face zondidnn of
the planet and if required, the 3D character of the plume flow field.
	
||
^
A pseudo-3D plume interaction [low field analysis that can adequately
describe the plume as a blunt body approaches the end of the nozzle.
A small scale experimental program is ru-juired cr verify math model.
	 |
\(
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 F014M NO. I
PAGE ? 0;
TITLE	 Surface Landers	 NO.IQ
THEME / W.G. /TASK
_Predicl_PluneSurface lntera_Ction	 ffprt$__
-- -----	 --------	 —	 DATE
	 4 / ?7/
	
76
6. RECOMMLNUEO APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Develop analytical 	 technique to describe_plume flow interaction with
surface as engine approaches surface.
Conduct experimental	 program using small	 engines and various surface
materials to verify math model
	 and to obtain an understanding of effec_t_5
of plume on ground Surface.
1, ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	
Base future designs on Viking experience
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (R10P, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 19 80 81 81 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 97 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Analytical
Development _ I^
Experimental A
Programs
MANPOWER (M Y)
INHOUSE
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^^ 1 / / / / -----
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO I
i • AGE 1 OF
t. TITLE SURFALL 
- LANUER'	 OPTIMIZE_	 NO	 1
NX
IU-cy_
.AERODYNAMIC-COMIGURATIUS FOR _
MAX PAYLOAD
	 DATE 4 / 27 .' 76 _-
2. OBJECTIVE
Develop capaLility tv_accurately analyze a wide range of_-
cQnfi.gurations and rationally choose among them
3.NEED ANALYSIS
J) LEVEL NOW Q, WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
h) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY aATE Q88
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT
HIGH L	 MEDIUM q LOW
J) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 	 ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING. HIGH ®	 MEDIUM 0	 LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED STUDY	 ANALYSIS	 RESEARCH
GRD TEST © AIRCRAFT TEST 0	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER ISnecrf0 q 	 _	 _	 _	 (Check one or more'
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 12OOK -_ 506-26
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Definition of entry environment and
flow field including TPS interaction for candidate configurations
L. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
oDevel optechniques for predicting 3D. real gas flow fields and
resulting aerodynamic characteristics for a wide range of potential
planetary probe_m-ehicles.
0Carry otA -ground and flight tests to validate theoretical predictions.
o ldertify relative payload- cadabilities of various configurations.
L
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 2 OF	 Jt_
TITLE Surface Landers - Optimize Aerodynamic
	 NO.	 10	 _ M-3	 5
Conf figuration for Ma;,imum Payload
	
THEME / W G. / TASK
_ DATE
	
4	 / 27/ 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TC ACCOMPLISH NEED
Develop techniques for predicting 	 3-D,	 real	 gas flow fields and resulting
aerodynamic characteristics_for a wide range _of potential
	 planetary probe
-
vehicles.	 Use a combined theoretical
	 and analytical	 approach using the
best available numerical 	 analysis	 techniques and ground-based
	 test
facilities.	 Validate resulting	 techniques by shuttle-launched flight tests.
7 ALTERNATIVE APP90ACHES/OPTIONS	 Use ex isting state-of-the-art and accep
lower payload fractions.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES iP,70P, OTHER)
Planetary Entry Aerothermodynamics (LaRC..ARC, JPL)
	 506-26	 _.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM	 76	 11	 78	 19	 80	 81	 82	 83	 84	 85	 86	 87	 88189	 90	 91	 92	 93	 94	 95
TASK ITEM
o 3-D, Real-Gas
Flow Field Codes
o Real-Gas Aero-
dynamics Tests
o Analysis of Pay-
load Capjl i ty of
Various Configs. '^^ p
MANPOWER (M Y)
INHOUSF.
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FUNDING (106$)
INHOUSE .IC ,^^ ^^ .ia .^^ •10 ,IO_
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL INITIATIVE 	 FORM IV
IIILE
	
SHUTTLE -tAl i riCHED
	
EkPERI4't'.'AI.
	
RE-ENTRY	 DATE	 4 /	 23
SYSTEM 
	 TT NO, 10 1 12	 OR WORKING GROUP NO. M-3
(-)BJECTIVE
`o develop_4__5pecific shuttle-lunched system whigh Wijj_includg_ n dgla-ri-zei•
wilding block booster elements, 	 and basic experimental
	
measurements, aviciniL,
70 dance and cm rmand, and retrieval rackages.
JUSTIFICATION	 Implementation of such a system will	 provide flight aero-
thertiiodynai is data to validate ground facility experimental 	 techniques,	 comput
*ional analyses. TPS materials and concepts; to calibrate planetary atrospheri
enGice Measurement techniques and to advance know^ledye of hi;h-5I)eed re-entry;	
'n	 r'en
TECHNICAL APPROACHiPLAN
Carry out trade-off studies to identify the most cost-effective method for
_,sing the shuttle as a launch platform for re-entry research vehicles. 	 Carr,
out detailed analyses of possible re-entry experiments using the system.
)esign and construct the system. 	 Use it with the shuttle to carry out fli()ht
research on planetary probe vehicles, hazardous waste disposal, nerobreal•
;f QTV,
	 and buoyant station deployment.
SCHEDULE	 FY
SCHEDULE ITEM
	 16	 11	 7E	 7!)	 80	 N1	 B?	 83	 84	 85	 86	 81	 E8	 89	 90	 91	 9? 93	 94	 9b
TASK
Cptimi;ed cost- V
e
F jg9
ct-iyQe st
t
ys
ea
,id.
5Ludt s
si
bi_^iSy v[^
System Design, v I
Const.	 & Checkout
on shuttle
Research Flight T StS
a)planetary prob s
b)waste-disposal
c buoyant statio s 4 0
d g6?breaking I R
MA
EE
N
O
POWE	 rp' Y)
iINhOUSiS	 Nonf Pr i! i
20 0 20 25 25 25
,TRACT 5 10 in 5
I uNDING 11 nb
PH
Oi'Mb1X)I.1S^
.^RR^^
; ,, I	 . .0 2.0 2.0
CONTRACT
PROPOSED LEAD CENTER	 La RC - Lead Center
ARC
	
- Supporting Role
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULLER DEVELOPMENT OF INITIATIVE STATEMENT
SPACE TECHNOLOGY ADDITIONAL. INITIATIVE
	 FORM IV
HILL	 CEVELOPMLI-7 OF THE TECHNOLOGY BASE FOR A ')b'PVLD	 DATE ^ 1
1RTH -ORCIT TRANSPORTATION 	 TT NO, 12 _ 	 ORWORKINGGROUP NO. M_3__
R8J CTIyyE
o _ _evelop the te_chnology
-
 base for future Earth-orbit transportation systems
nablinq improved performance at reduced cost.
JUSTIFICATION
	
l.v the end of
	
Y	 :,	 the most
	
appropriate veh1cl , concep s ar.
technology requirements must be identified for an advanced transportation
,vstem;--_ This	 is needed so that concentrated efforts in critical 	 technology
Areas ma y be	 initiated.
TECHNICAL APPROACH/PLAN
Current and planned studies within NASA and DOD will 	 be used to identify the
most promising vehicle configurations. 	 FrormihIm configurations, coneepts will
be selected as a focus for concentrated developl! ►ent of the !ethnology base.
Approaches
	
to technology deveiopr,ent will 	 be examined and feasibility	 'tudies
conducted to deterr-ine maximum gain at minirv , risk.	 Development of spec^
areas will	 be pursued as	 sub -elerients of the program. 	 ^...	 _.
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